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A labeled reaction (or recognition) matrix is a triple (A, 4, B) where A and B are zero-one 
(O-l) matrices and 4 is a certain relation between the rows and columns of A and B. In the 
application in this paper B defines the antigens and antibodies that play a role in some 
histocompatibility experiment by listing specificities. A represents data observed frow testing 
cells against sera in the experiment. Antigens or antibodies (not necessarily r .~~ospecific) 
whose action in the experiment can Lie isolated are called monk (A, 4, B) is calleti ,nonic if all 
antigens and antibodies are manic and B is reduced. A partial order G is put on the collection 
of O-1 matrices and it is shown that if (A, 4, B) is any labeled reaction matrix, then A, G B 
where A, is the reduction of A. An algorithm for obtaining A, (that gives a labeling af A) is 
provided. Pf (A, 4, B) is manic, then A,, and B are identical (up to a permutation of rows and 
columns) and the labeling of cells and sera is essentially unique. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present a mathematical mod.el which can relate a 
matrix of histocompatibility reaction data with the various specificities of antigens 
and Bntibodies involved. A set h,(B) of antibodies and a set h,(B) of antigens 
involved in some immunogenetic system are considered. We consider two an- 
tibodies as identical if they react with the same antigens in h,(B), that is, 
antibodies are in general defined by their range of specificities. Similarly, antigens 
are defined by determining the z &bodies in A,(B) with which they react. 
A histocompatibility reaction lqatrix (of observed data) has each column 
“labeled” by a subset of A,(B) of antigens possessed by some “graft” and each 
row labeled by a subset of A,(B) of antibodies possessed by some “host.” 
Alternatively, the subsets of A,(B) (rows) can be considered as typing sera and the 
subsets of AZ(B) (columns) as cell samples. For the model presented here we make 
the assumption that a positive reaction is recorded in the reaction matrix if and 
only if there is at least one antibody (that is, a collection of antibodies which are 
“identical” by definition) labeling the host which reacts with at least ;:qe antigen 
labeling the graft. According to current thinking this assumption seems to be v&lid 
for some systems, but not all. 
* Preparation of this paper was supported in part by Grant Kumber 1 RO 1 CA20 1 OS-0 1, awarded 
by the National Cancer Institute. DHEW. 
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We present here a combinatorial model--labeled reaction matrices-to attack 
the following problems. 
7%~) LX$initian Z%hlem. The definition problem is the problem of determining 
the single (classes of “identical”) antibodies and antigens which in combination 
label the rows and columns of a histocompatibility matrix. 
The Lcaheling Problem. The labeling problem is t1.e problem of determining the 
combinations of antigens and antibodies (once defined) that label the rows and 
columns of the observed matrix of data. 
The results of this paper are applied to a specific immunogenatic system in [S]. 
2, Notation and preliahslry results 
In this section we establish our nothrion and state some results the proofs of 
which are either clear or can be found in [3] or [4]. 
A zero-one (O-1) matrix is called admissible if no two rows or coEumns are 
identical and we assume from now on that all matrices are admissible and finite. 
For a’;)y matrix B = (bii) let A, = h,(B) (resp., A2 = AZ(B)) denote the set of rows 
(resp., columns) of B. 8, = (bii) may be considered as a binary relation between A I 
and 1~~ with row i related to column j iff (if and only if) bii = 1. Equivalently we 
can View B as a bipartite (directed) graph with vertices the rows and columns of B 
and with row i adjacent to column i iff bii = 0. This corresponds to viewing B as 
the antibody/antigen bigraph given in [4]. 
in this paper we always take k to be an arbitrary element of the indexing set 
(1. 2). 
For sets Xk c A,(B) (the same k) write X1 BX2 iff bii = 1 for every i E X: and 
every i E X2. If X, BX, is not true we write X,BX,. In particular iBj iff bii =: 1 and 
iBi iff b,, = 0 by a slight abuse of notation. Let 
X,B={~EA,I~B~ for all kX,} 
BY,={id, 1 iBj for all VEX*}. 
‘I%121 X, I--, 9, X, B) = x, and X2 H (BX,)B = &-are closure operations on A,(B) 
L. ilr ’ /L-t D J respectively. Let Lk(B) denote the set of all subsets of Ak closed under 
this opcra,,on. (‘Note that this differs from the use of L,(B) and L,(B) in [4].) 
L, = L,(B: is a lattice with XSY in L, iff Xs ‘1’. In L, glb{X, Y}=Xn Y and -- 
lub (X, Y} = X IJ Y. L2 = L,(B) is a lattice with x s Y ifI X 2 Y. In L2 glb {X, Y) = _I__ 
XU Y and lub{X, Y)=XnY. X I+ XB is a lataice isomorphism from Ll to I+ 
with inverse given by Y H BY. 
An element a E A,(B) is said to &pend on a subset X G Ak if a+! X and ii = X 
(here i = (a)). If no element in Ak depends on a subset of Ak, then Ak is called an 
independent set. If A ,(B) and A,(B) are both independent sets, then B is called 
reduced [4]. 
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Lemma 1. Let B be reduced. 
(1) For r,sfzh,(B); v’==s’irnplies t-s. 
(2) If X E I, I (B) is join-irreducible, the X = ?; for Q unkpe r E A I (B). 
(3) If X E L,(B) is not join-irreducible, then X = u Xp where the union is taken 
over all join-irreducible Xv less than X. 
(4) The join-irreducible elements of L,(B) are precisely the sets 7 for r E A I(l3). 
The statement (also true) obtained from Lemma 1 by replacing “less than” with 
“greater than, ” “join-irreducible” with “meet irreducible” and k = I with k = 2 is 
called the dual of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. For any (admissible) B, X E h,(S), Y c A,(B) the following conditions 
are ec, uiualent. 
(1) XBY 
(2) X& 
(4) XI?V, 
(5) X!.aY, 
(3) XBV, (6) XB 2 Y. 
Lemma 2 is used without explicit mention throughout Sections 4 and 5. 
3. Labeled reaction matrices 
By a relation &, : S + T from a set S to a set T we mean a subset 4 of S x T. 
For each s E S let SC#I = {t E T ] (s, t) E 4). We write relations and functions with 
right hand notation. 
Definition. A labeled reaction matrix (or labeled recognition matrix), abbreviated 
LRM, is a triple (A, 4, B) where A and B are (acceptable) O-l matrices and C#I is 
a relation from &(A) to A,(B) such that iAj iff i4Bj+ 
In our application A,(A) represents the set of individuals who Gze donors for 
the grafts tested and h,(A) represents the set t,f recipients or hosts. iAj if there is 
no reaction. A,(B) (resp., h,(B)) represents the set of antibodies (resp., antigens) 
entering into the reactions observed in matrix A with ij3j iff i is specific for (reacts 
with) j (monospecificity is not assumed). Row i (resp., column j) is labeled with 
the set i+ (resp., j+) of antibodies (resp., antigens). 
An LRM is then a set A of data together with its “explanation” B. B defines 
the antigens and antibodies. Examples of matrices A obtained in practice can be 
found in [2]. 
on. Let (A, 4, B) be an LRM. An antibody b, E A,(E) (resp., antigen 
b, E A,(B)) is called manic if there exists a row (resp., column’ ak E hk (A) such 
that c+ = &. (A, $, B) is called mokc if B is reduced and every antibody and 
antigen defined by B is nrtinic. 
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If (A, 6, B) is manic, then a& = & implies bk E a,$ c & since B is reduced. 
For matrices B, C we say B is equivalent to C if C can be obtained from B by 
permuting rows and columns. We define B to be similar to C (written B = C) if 
Lk (B) = LK (C); that is, the lattices are isomorphic. From [4] . we have that in each 
similarilty class of matrices there is a unique (up to equivalence) reduced matrix. If 
B = C and C is reduced we call C “the” reduction of B. For reduced matrices B 
and C, B = C iff B is equivalent to C iff B and C are isomorphic as 
antibody/antigen bigraphs [4]. 
Thearem 3. For any matrix A, there exists a unique (up to isomorpkism) matrix l3 
giving a monk LRM (A, 4, B). B is given by the reduction of A. 
Thus a manic LRM is a set A of data together with a uniquely determined 
definition B of the antibodies and antigens involved. The proof of Theorem 3 
along with a method for determining B is given in the next section. 
For matrices B and C define B s C if there exists a function F : Lk (B) + Lk (C) 
such that X s Y iff XFS YF. We call such a function a poset monomorphism. It is 
clear that B = C iff B s C and C s B. For LRM that are not necessarily manic we 
have the following result. 
Theorem 4. For given O-1 matrices A, B, there exists a relation b, such that 
(A. C#I. B ) is an LRM ifl A s B. Equivalently, such a c#~ exists iff A, s B where A,, is 
the reduction of A. 
Theorem 4 will be pro-led in the next section. The following example shows 
that the results of this theorem are not as nice as might be supposed. Let 
‘.“‘tc q 9 d, .3 E are both reduced and D G E. 
5. Let (A, 4. B) he an LRM. cf, : hk( A) ---, X,(B) induces a poser 
monomorphism 4’” : L,(A) -+ Lk( B) defined by 
(so, -. . V s,,,)4* = u sDdi for is,, . . . , s,,,}E L,JA). 
I 
If (A, 4. B) is manic, then 
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Proof. For definiteness take k = 2. 4* is clearly isotone. For X = {sl, . . . , s,.,,} and 
Y = (r1, . . . , r,,} in L,(A) assume 
- - 
ijs&iJr##J 
1 1 
and choose s E X. Since Y is closed, in order to show Xc Y, it suffices to show 
that for all q E A,(A) : qAs if qAr for all r E Y. But if qAr, then q@r4; that is, 
q4B 2 r4. Therefore if qAr for all r E Y we have 
-- 
q4Bz ij r&z ij s&z@, 
1 1 
i.e. q+B@. Therefore qAs and it follows that c#? is a poset monomorphism. 
Now suppose (A, C#J, B) is manic, s E h,(A) and S = {s = 31, s2, . . . , s,) so that 
%#I* = iJ $4. 
1 
In order to show 54” = 3 it thus suffices to show s& G s+ for p = 1, . . . , t. Let 
qBs+ Since (A, 4, B) is manic If = F4 for some u E&(A). Here u4Bs4 so that 
vAS. Thus for each p, VAS, whence r4Bc4 so that q&4. Therefore l3s4 c I$,4 
which shows 34” = q. 
Finally, assume (A, 4, B) is nxjnic and let X = {s,, . . . , s,} E L,(A). It remains 
to show that Uy (c4) is closed. I’hus let 
Y E u 63. 
1 
jj = & for some s E A,(A) and it now suffices to show that s E X = {s,, . . . , s,}. For 
qE AX we have 
q4-ij s,42s4 
1 
so that q@s4 whence qAs. Therel”ore s E X by closure. 0 
Lemma 6. Let (A, 4, B) be an LRM wkere a, EAT depends O,I X= 
(a,, . . . , a& A ,(A). Let Al be obtained from A by deleting row a, and let 4, be 
the restriction of 4 to Ak(Al). Further, define g, : L,(A) + L,(A,) Zg, = Z-{a,} 
and g, : L,(A) * L2(A1) to be identity map. Then 
(1) (&,4d3) is an LRM. 
(2) g,&(A)=&(A,). 
If further, (A, 4, B) is manic, we have 
(3) (A,, 41, B) is manic. 
(4) 4” = gl4T. 
(5) c4=a24U-*UG4 whereii,={a1,a2,...,a,}~X. 
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Proof. ( 1) is clear. 
(2). For any subsets Wr A,(A,), Y c &(A,) we have A,(WA,) = 
A(WA)-{a,) and (A,Y)A, = (AY)A and it follows that g, is a well-defined 
isomorphism from L,(A) onto Lk(A1). 
(4). It is clear that 24” = Zg14T for Z%&(A) if a&Z. If a&Z, then 
k,, - l . , u,,}c_ Z and Z4* = Zgt4f follows. 
(3). Suppose q - c4 for q E&(B). Then q E a,4 cq since B is reduced. If 
qB ={r,, . . . , rt) and is= ?i for 6j E A,(A), j = 1,. . . , t, then arAbi SO UiAbj for 
i=2,... ,y1 whence ai4B(qB), i.e. ai E q. Since B is reduced there exists a 
column r. such that (q - {q})Br,, but qBr,,. &I = 6,4 for some b0 E A2( A). In order to 
obtain a contradiction suppose q$ a,4 U l l l U a,,,+ Then Uid,Bb~~b, for i = 
2 , l l l T n so that uiAb,,. Since a, depends on u2, . . . , a, we see that a, Ab,, and 
u,4Bb,,4 so that qBP;,, a contradiction. Therefore q E Ui4 for some i = 2, . . . , n. 
Thus q = u,4. It foh(Jws that (A,, c#q, B) is manic. 
(3. ai&= ii,4* = kg,4T - Ia,, ’ - l ,aJ4~ 
-- 
=u*4,U**uz,n4,=u,4U~*dJa,4. cl 
Observe that in Lemma 6 {a,, . . . , a,} contains {a,, . . . , uJ and is the largest 
set on which a, depends. 
Lemma 7. If (A, 4, B) is manic and A is reduced, then 4* is onto. 
Proof. Let X&(B). By the dual of Lemma 1 X={u,,...,~~}=ii,U-•Uii, 
where {ii,. . . . , ii,} is the set of all meet-irreducible elements of L,(B) greater than 
or equal to X. Let Y = {j,. . . . , i,) be the set of all jP such that c43 X. Then since 
(A, 4, B) is manic, X = lJy r4. If rBX, then r E (AY)4. Therefore X = (AY)4B. 
Thus if jc-: v, then (AX)4Bj4 so that 2~ X. Hence j E Y so that Y is closed. 
Thus Y4”= X. Cl 
Corollary 8. If (A, 4, B) is manic, then 4” is onto. 
PaofV Lk (A) G Lk (A,) z Lk (B) where A, is the reduction of A. Since 
.Q .‘.6 A: . . + L,(B) is a poset monomorphism and L,(A) and L,(B) have the 
si‘me si7,\, 4”’ is onto. q 
roof of eorem 4. Let (A, 4. B) be an L&W Then A <B by 4*, Suppose 
conversely that A s B -where say F : L,(A) + L,(B) is the given poset 
monomorphism. For i E A,(A) define i4 = ~Fc, A,(B). For j E A,( 4) define i4 = 
(Aj)FB E A@). Then (A, 4, B? is an LRM. Since Lk(A,)= Zar, (A) the result 
follows. q 
en@ 3. Existence. Let q be the map from A,(A) to I&4.) defined 
by trq = G. Inductively define the map g, E+(A,_,) + &(A,) (where A, is 
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obtained from A,,_* by deleting row (or column) u.,, (where a,, depends on 
b 1,. . .y bm) by Xg,, =X-{a,,] for Xd&(A,&. By Lemma 6 g, is an isomorph- 
ism.. Further, for Xk E &(A,_,), X,A,_,X, iff xlg,,A,X,g,,. Thus if the reduction 
A, of A is obtained by steps giving A = AO, Al, . D . , A,O we see that 
(A9 rlg1 l l l L, A,) is an LRM. Since for any a E &(A,) we have aqgl l . l & = ii, 
(A, w.3 l l l L, A,) is manic. 
Uniqueness. Suppose (A, +, B) and (A, 4, C) are manic. Then L,(B) = &(A) = 
Lk (C) by Corollary 8. 0 
5. Keeping track of relations 
If A is a matrix of observed data it is possible, by using the scheme suggested in 
Lemma 6, to determine both the reduction A, and the labeling of the rows and 
columns of A by the antibodies and antigens defined by Am. If, for example, row 
a, depends on rows a2 and a3 in A and Al is obtained from A by deleting row 
a,, then we denote this 
“aI = a2 & a,” 
thus expressing a, a row of A) in terms of rows remaining in Al. If then in A, 
row a2 depends on row ad, a, and us we obtain A2 from Al be deleting a2 and 
write 
“a2 = a4 & a, & a,; aI = a4 & a, & a6 & as.” 
We thus always express deleted rows in terms of the remaining ones and at the 
end of the process we have expressed the rows and columns of A in terms of the 
rows and columns of A,, i.e. in terms of the antigens and antibodies defined by 
Am. Here a, =a4&a5&a6&a3 iff (a4,a5,a6,a3)=hl~“)~a,. &:Lk(AJ= 
L,(B) has the property that for each ai E h&A,,,), u&f = bi for a unique bi E A,(B) 
by Lemma 1. The correspondence ai r--) bi is merely a permutation of the rows 
and columns of A. The following theorems express the uniqueness of labeling 
manic LRM (in terms of the above notation). 
emem 9. Let (A, 4, B) be manic, A, the reduction of A. Suppose a, E 
MA)--&(A,) and {a,, l . . , %}-GnAlz(A,). The2 a,4=(b29. .., b,,}. 
oof. By repeated use of Lemma 6 we have (with notation used in proving 
Theorem 3) that 
-- 
a14= a24U l l •u~4=~24*u. l .(J&4” 
* =ii2g,.‘.gw4~u~**u~g~~*~gw4w 
=~24fU*=oUii,4~~b2Ug*=U~~ 
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(where <all closures are taken in the indicated domains). Now suppose L+, E6 for 
some b,, E A,(B) and some i = 2, . . . , n. Then 6p E 6. Applying (g, g, . l l L&)-’ 
gives ;,&ZG~ so that a&a,, . . . , G} by the hypotheses. Therefore b, E 
(hz; . . . , b,}, Therefore a,4={b2,. . . ,b,}. Cl 
‘Wmwm 10. Let (A, 4, B) and (A, q%, C) be manic. Then C is obtained by a 
permutation n : B + C of the rows and columns of B and @h* = q%“. 
I%&. The proof folf,ows from Theorem 9. III 
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